Dangerous work

One of the most dangerous jobs is working under water, for example the work on platforms extraction. Underwater welds, these men work with high electric voltage, they must be permanently vigilant. Also when they should come up in a chamber hyperbaric sometimes for several days to remove nitrogen. It also happens to men who work in the tunneling, for example in the Bosphorus, linking Europe with Asia.

Hard work

It's hard work in fisherman, they work and sometimes have to be separated from family and friends several months. Being exposed to the fighting in deck, interstate sea and air, and sometimes not catching anything.

Interesting world

Interesting world is businessman, because there are people who work buying and selling things or companies, creating wealth and jobs and it is a way forward and make a country great.

Funny work

It can be a funny job being monitor or instructor in any outdoor activities because when people are going to learn something in in a good mood. For example skiing, sailing. These coaches at work is to bring good spirits and create a good atmosphere among the people participating in activities because learning is better enjoyed it.